
E0 249 : Homework 5

Due date : 29 March, 2022, 11:00 am

Instructions

• Please write your answers using LATEX. Handwritten answers will not be accepted.

• You are forbidden from consulting the internet. You are strongly encouraged to work on the problems on your
own.

• You may discuss these problems with others (at most two other students). However, you must write your own
solutions and list your collaborators for each problem. Otherwise, it will be considered as plagiarism.

• Academic dishonesty/plagiarism will be dealt with severe punishment.

• Late submissions are accepted only with prior approval (on or before the day of posting of HW) or medical
certificate.

1. Single Point Stabbing.

(a) We are given a set of (open) intervals I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} such that any two intervals overlap, i.e., Ii ∩ I j , φ
for any i, j ∈ [n]. Then show that the minimum piercing set for these intervals have cardinality one.

(b) We are given a set of axis-aligned (open) rectangles R = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rn} such that any two rectangles
overlap, i.e., Ri ∩ R j , φ for any i, j ∈ [n]. Then show that the minimum piercing set for these rectangles
have cardinality one.

(c) Show that the same may not be true for arbitrary (open) rectangles (may have arbitrary orientations, may not
be axis-aligned), i.e., minimum piercing set for rectangles with arbitrary orientations can have cardinality
more than one.

2. PTAS for Maximum Independent Set of Same Length Axis-aligned Line Segments.
Assume that there is a blackbox algorithm Aδ which gives a PTAS for the special case of MISR when all
rectangles are δ-large (i.e., all rectangles are inscribed in [0, 1]2 and each rectangle has either width > δ or height
> δ for some constant δ > 10−3). [Actually, Adamaszek and Wiese [FOCS’13] did produce such an algorithm.]

Now assume that we are given n axis-aligned (either vertical or horizontal) line segments of same length
`. However, ` can even be subconstant, e.g., 1/ log n. Given access to Aδ, show a PTAS for the maximum
independent set of the geometric intersection graph of these axis-aligned line segments having the same length.

[Hint: use shifted grid.]

3. PTAS for Square Strip Packing.
Assume that we are given n squares with side lengths in (0, 1] and a unit-width strip of unbounded height. The
goal is to find an axis-aligned nonoverlapping packing of these squares into the minimum height strip. Show that
there exists a PTAS for this problem.

[Hint: use ideas from Square Knapsack problem studied in the class.]
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4. Guillotine Cuts for Line Segments with Arbitrary Orientations.
In class we came across Pach-Tardos conjecture that stated that given a set of n axis-parallel non-overlapping
rectangles it is possible to separate out Ω(n) rectangles by a sequence of guillotine cuts (end-to-end cuts). In this
HW problem, we study the problem for line segments.

First, show that there is an arrangement of three disjoint line segments (of arbitrary orientations) which is not
guillotine separable (even with guillotine cuts having any arbitrary orientations). Then show that there exists a
family of n pairwise disjoint line segments (may not be axis-aligned, can have any arbitrary orientation) on the
plane, such that n/c line segments can not be separated using guillotine cuts for any constant c > 0.

[Hint: Use recursion to construct the following instance: For every positive integer i, there is a family Ci of 3i

disjoint intervals, such that Ci has at most 2i separable members. Then show that for this instance all guillotine
separable sets have size O(nlog3 2).]

5. Pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for long and wide rectangles.
Assume that we are given an N ×N square knapsack and a set of rectangles (with associated profits) that are either
tall (height > N/2) or wide (width > N/2). The goal is to find the maximum profit guillotine separable packing,
i.e., the maximum-profit subset of rectangles that can be packed (nonoverlapping axis-aligned packing) inside the
knapsack such that all rectangles are guillotine separable. Give a pseudo-polynomial time exact algorithm for this
problem.

[Hint: use Dynamic Programming.]

Practice Problems [Not for submission]

I. Given a polygon P with n vertices contained in [0,N]2, we wish to find the smallest number of (possibly rotated,
possibly overlapping) unit squares whose union covers P. Give a constant-factor approximation algorithm that
runs in time polynomial in n and N.

II. Given a set S of n points in �2 and k ∈ �, we want to find the smallest set D∗ of unit disks in �2 such that the
number of points of S that are covered by D∗ is at least k. Describe a PTAS for the problem, by using the shifted
grid technique and dynamic programming.

III. Consider a set of m points and a set of n (unweighted, axis-aligned) rectangles in the plane that have only t
distinct aspect ratios (width-to-height ratios), where t is a constant. Describe how to obtain a polynomial-time
constant-factor approximation algorithm for this variant of geometric set cover problem.
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